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In order to receive a waiver from the “No Child Left Behind” legislation, the state of Connecticut 
submitted a plan to the federal government which included changes to teacher evaluation and 
professional development.  This plan, now state legislation, connects standards for the practice 
of teaching to outcomes for student learning.  The Teacher Practice portion accounts for 50% of 
a teacher’s evaluation and the Student Outcome portion accounts for the other 50%.   
 
Part of the 50% teacher practice portion of the evaluation comes from observations of a 
teacher’s practice. There are six categories for teacher practice from which practice goals are 
selected and observations conducted.  These areas:  
 

Classroom Environment 
Student Engagement and Commitment to 

Learning 
Planning for Active Learning 

Instruction for Active Learning 
Assessment for Learning 

Professional Responsibilities and Teacher 
Leadership 

 
Teacher practice strategies are also developed for a building-wide improvement of practice.  
This building-wide goal comes from a whole building screen of instructional practices.  Teachers 
are evaluated on observations of their practice and on the achievement of their strategies to 
support the building-wide goal.    
 
The other 50% of a teacher’s rating comes from student learning outcomes.  It requires teacher 
to develop and act on SMART goals for student learning.  The goals need to be based on 
curriculum standards and related to state tests, if possible.  A second part of this student 
learning outcome section is a building-wide goal for student learning.  This goal comes from a 
survey of students.  Teachers create strategies to achieve this goal.   
 
The overall evaluative rating for teachers comes from their achievements on the 50% practice 
ratings and achievement of goals and strategies and the other 50% from student outcomes – 
achievement of SMART goals and strategies for buidling-wide student goals.  Teachers are 
rated as exemplary, proficient, developing or below standard.   
 
The district’s obligation is to support teachers through conferences, observations, and 
professional development as well as through time for collaboration, materials and equipment, 
schedules and spaces for learning.   
   
During the 2013-2014 year only the core academic teachers will begin this evaluation process 
with the rest to follow during the 2014-2015 school year.   
 
Professional development plays an integral part in improving teaching and learning.  State law 
requires teachers to attend 90 hours of professional development during each five years of 
teaching.  The school district is required to provide these opportunities.  A number of 

  
  



conferences, workshops and trainings were attended during the 2012-2013 school year.  These 
include, but are not limited to: 
 
Smartboard Training     College Board Workshop 
PBIS Work      Text Structure, Point of View, Tone 
Assessing and Grading in a differentiated  LA Council Meetings 
Classroom      CAPT Holistic Scoring 
Math Common Core Standards and   Pre-School Standards 
Practices      Webinars for World Language 
Language Arts Common Core Standards and Fundamentals of Exec Functioning 
Practices      Inclusive Schools 
Naviance Training     Teaching Writing 
Primary Mental Health Mandated Training  Motivating Underachieving Learners 
Wilson Reading     CCSS Shifts in Social Studies 
Teaching and Learning with iPads   Regional Social Studies Conference 
TEAM Training     AP Calculus 
Reading Conferences     Advisory Design Team 
Comprehensive District Assessment System Paraprofessional on the Job 
Data Wall      Autism 
Student Assessment Forum    Cognitive Assessment 
NCTM (Math) Regional Conference   Teaching Opinion and Argument 
CCSS in Physical Education    Civics Curriculum 
Database Design and Programming   PLTW (Engineering) Conference 
Physics Workshop     STEM Conference 
 
The above professional development workshops were attended by teachers to improve their 
practice.   Many teachers were involved in work on Common Core State Standards for math, 
language arts and the technical subjects.   
 


